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Company Overview 
 

A career at Obsidian Energy means working for a company with a dominant position in light oil in Canada, 

where safety is valued, high performance matters and potential is realized. Continuous improvement is a 

cornerstone in Obsidian Energy’s evolving culture and it is critical to our pursuit in becoming the company 

that redefines oil and gas excellence in western Canada. Obsidian Energy is becoming a performance 

leader in the areas in which we operate and we continue to look for the people who see the opportunity 

before us – to be the best, to put us on top and keep us on top. 

 

The Role  

 

Team Lead, Joint Venture Accounting 

Full Time 

Department: Finance/Accounting 

Calgary, Alberta 

Posting Close Date: April 23, 2018 

 

As part of the Accounting/Finance team, this role will be responsible for leading the Joint Venture 

Accounting function, including full-cycle operated and non-operated responsibilities and the joint venture 

audit process. The ideal candidate possesses senior level oil and gas joint venture accounting experience 

working with complicated joint venture, unit participation and service agreements and Petroleum 

Accountants Society of Canada (“PASC”) accounting procedures. 

 

 

Responsibilities  

Duties include the following, but are not limited to: 

• Supervise a team and ensure timely and accurate review and processing of partner billings, 

cheque runs and monthly adjustments; 

• Develop strong working relationships with internal and external business partners; 

• Prepare monthly and quarterly reports, analysis and statements for management use and 

submission to joint venture partners as required; 

• Assist with the resolution of partner issues/disputes, including the interpretation of joint venture 

agreements and communication with partners where necessary; 

• Perform partner account analysis to proactively manage high risk accounts; 

• Oversee the coordination of the joint venture audit process; 

• Provide support, training, and mentorship to aid in the further development of team members; 
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• Monitor key performance measures and improvement targets for your group; and 

• Ability to streamline processes and strive for continuous improvement. 

 

Qualifications  

• Post-secondary degree or diploma in Accounting or Finance, an accounting designation would be 

considered an asset; 

• 10+ years of joint venture accounting experience with both operated and non-operated 

properties; 

• 5+ years’ experience leading a JV Accounting function; 

• Strong knowledge of JV accounting and collection concepts, specifically PASC accounting 

procedures; 

• Qbyte, Energylink and advanced Excel skills required;  

• AFE Navigator and CS Explorer experience considered an asset; and 

• Must be eligible to work in Canada. 

 

What Makes Us Attractive  

Obsidian Energy is more than just a place to work - it’s a community of professionals who are truly 

committed to the continuous evolution of the company, and have interest in its success. 

We value our employees and their commitment to the organization and we recognize their contribution to 

the ongoing success of Obsidian Energy. Some of the highlights of our competitive rewards program 

include:  

• Retirement savings plan 

• Attractive annual bonus plan 

• Long term incentive plans 

• Attractive personal time-off plan 

• Comprehensive benefits package 

To apply for this position please send a resume to careers@obsidianenergy.com before April 23, 2018, 

with the job posting title in the subject line. 

We thank you for your interest in Obsidian Energy and this position: however only candidates selected for 

an interview will be contacted. Final candidates for this position will be required to undergo a screening, 

including a criminal record check.  
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